Aviators helmet

The new GPA helmet comes with an HTR shell high thermoplastic resin which should provide
the rider with the required safety from sudden impacts or collisions. The helmet is designed to
withstand hard knocks and is ergonomically engineered to lessen the drag, wind resistance to
increase performance under extreme speed. The helmet comes with two visors with a clear one
providing the rider with a clear line of sight, unimpeded view of the road ahead as well as a
tinted visor which is designed to protect your eyes from the backlight, harmful UV radiation or
even sudden bursts of light. While on the one hand, the helmet does come with both the clear
visor which protects the facial area completely, it is important to determine if the helmet is a
good fit for your head. The fitting can be adjusted on request so that you have a snug fit, and
moreover, the helmet is lined with high-density foam designed to absorb any hard shocks, as a
result of the impact. This provides you with an additional layer of protection as well. The brand
name is GPA, the model Tornado and overall, on a scale of one to five, it certainly ranks quite
well in terms of performance, aesthetics and safety. It comes in four shades, green, black, matte
green and matte black. Overall consensus: The helmet is indeed a good buy considering its
performance in the market to date. We have worked closely with RevZilla, Amazon and 2Wheel
over the years to provide our testers with products to review. They are all great partners and
unique in their own ways, so make sure to check out their prices. Check Price here. It is a
modular motorcycle helmet, one that opts for hybrid approach when it comes to the design and
the overall functionality of the helmet itself. The Scorpion helmet comes with an advanced
polycarbonate shell, one that is specifically engineered to withstand hard impacts and stress
pressures. This further serves to protect you from any sudden impact, collisions and safely
ensconces your head while the high-density impact foam lining on the inside of the helmet
helps to absorb such shocks. The interior of the helmet comes with kiwiwick two antimicrobial
fabric liner, one that serves to cushion your head comfortably while soaking up the moisture.
Furthermore, it comes with an aero-tuned ventilation system that ensures that you have the
requisite ventilation at all times. Good ventilation is a must especially when you wear closed
helmets, and the Scorpion hybrid does that and much more. It also comes with an internal sun
vision as well as a speed view. The visor is designed to protect your eyes from sudden bright
glares when on the road and even protects your eyes from harmful UV radiation. Consensus:
Overall this helmet is as good as it gets, and ranks rather high regarding both safety and
performance. If you always wanted to be a fighter pilot but riding motorcycles is as close as you
got, the Shark Drak Helmet is here to let you live out your fantasy. The sweat-wicking liner and
ventilation system keeps even the hottest heads cool and, while the plastic face mask does not
provide impact protection, it does do a handy job of keeping bugs and road debris out of your
mouth. Ride apart, ride Drak. First reason that comes to mind is the in the aviation world,
everything is tested and optimized for the lowest wind resistance possible. Of course the pilot is
not flying with his head sticking out the window, but in the event of mechanical failure that pilot
could face the option of ejecting. And nobody wants to eject out of an airplane with a helmet
that is not designed with wind resistance in mind. These 2 guys: Motopilot and Walterrific make
some pretty unique looking helmets by adding on some cool accessories that are not typically
used in customizing a helmet. Reading Aviator Motorcycle Helmet. Share Tweet. Aviator
Motorcycle Helmet. Helmet Types. Themed Helmets. Check Price Here The helmet comes with
two visors with a clear one providing the rider with a clear line of sight, unimpeded view of the
road ahead as well as a tinted visor which is designed to protect your eyes from the backlight,
harmful UV radiation or even sudden bursts of light. Buy from a Badass Helmet Partner. See all
results. Subscribe Motorcycle news, reviews and amazing deals delivered to your inbox. No
crap, ever. Subscribe to our newsletter and get the best news, reviews and deals delivered to
your inbox weekly. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our
website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks.
Take to the skies in retro style in our Black Leather Aviator Helmet. Modeled after helmets from
the German military, requisite gear of this type has warmed up the ears of many an airman.
Tooled from smooth leather and lined in percent cotton for comfort, this helmet features an
adjustable buckle chin strap, adjustable cinch strap at back and a small visor that can be held
snapped up or put down for protection. Ear flaps snap open and offer small holes to facilitate
conversation. Need more information? Ask a question about this product. To view all the
products shown, click here. See all reviews of this product. Your Recently Viewed Items? Prices
and Availability Subject to Change. Please call for more Information. Mens Store. Safe
Shopping. Online Payment Service. Mens Hats. Leather Aviator Helmet - Black. Aviator goggles
sold separately. Product Reviews? Reviews of this Product. Who will fly with Stachel? I will!
Great flying helmet! Where did I leave my D7? This is a great hat! I wear it to ride my vintage
style WW11 motorcycle with sidecar. I have shopped here before and have always had a good
experience. Great job An excellent product. Very well made. Also, the sizing information was

quite accurate. This is unfortunately not always the case when you buy clothing on-line. But
these guys did a great job! After receiving aviators cap, try on was a good fit. Then came the job
of buckling the chin strap with seventy year old arthritic fingers with moderate numbness. The
strap, buckle, and holes are very small. I think they could be larger without affecting the styling.
A option of snaps or buckles could be a good feature. This is to replace do-rags, which in a
cross wind have a tendency to blow off while riding scooter so will be put on and removed
frequently. Think this will be a problem. Had one in seventys and eightys with snaps, not as nice
as yours, different design, that was easier to use. Mite have to have leather repair shop remove
and install some with snaps. If the option had been available, I would have ordered snaps. I love
the aviator helmet I received! The detail is great and fits nicely. Really happy with this buy. It's
rare to find something big enough to fit my honey's head. I always enjoy shopping here, good
products, good service, fast delivery, what more can you ask for. I've wanted one of these since
I was a kid. The leather is fine quality and it's nice that it's cotton lined. It looks very, very cool,
and it's quite authenticly styled. The only quibble that I have is that I ordered my correct size
from your sizing chart, but the helmet fits just a little bit snug. I suppose that it should fit snug
so it stays on your head, but I find it just a little tight. I give it 5 stars, just 'cause it's sooo very
cool. The Aviator Helmet was great. It fits well and appears to be well manufactured. It got a lot
of looks and people wanted to try it on. I will probably be purchasing a second one now that I
have seen the quality that it is. People say you get what you pay for, I think I got more than my
money's worth on this purchase. This is not a cheep helmet like you would purchase in a
costume shop. Any Questions? Customer Reviews of our Store. Had to exchange a coat Always
a great experience with Historical Emporium. Christopher NJ, United States. Great quality for a
reasonable price. Karen VA, United States. Questions submitted to CS are always answered in a
timely fashion. Delivery is Priority and fast. Just wish some items didn't have to be special
ordered. I am with a non-profit organization and contacted customer service to place my order
and give them our sales tax exempt ID. The gentleman was great to work with considering the
amount of items I ordered. Shipment was extremely fast and I was shocked how quickly it
arrived. Ed OK, United States. The web selection of holsters and belts was overwhelming, and
only Historical Emporium responded to my request for a specific recommendation. I needed a
fair price, but authentic look and quality. Customer service responded quickly with
recommendations, options and size advice. Upon ordering my choice, I contacted Customer
Service to explain a unique shipping need do to my rural location and lack of postal service. An
alternative shipping service was selected at no additional cost, with prompt service. It is clear
that Historical Emporium takes customer service seriously. I was more than satisfied with my
entire experience with Historical Emporium. A couple of times a month. Government Sales Inc.
Shop Now. Government Sales Inc provides exceptional Helicopter Helmets For Sale and prides
itself in its ability to take a worn, distressed helmet and bring it back to its former glory. Your
helmets will will be disassembled and inspected. Once your helmet is determined to be in
operational condition, it goes through the process of painting and then reassembly. During your
helmet service we can repla
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ce damaged or obsolete parts or add additional improvements to your helmet. If you have any
helmets that you suspect need repair, restoration, or you just want the peace of mind knowing
that your helmet is in top operational condition, we offer our inspection services. Helicopter
pilots and crew members have come to rely on us for helmets, flight suits, parts, and
accessories. Be the first to know about the latest products, exclusives and offers. Skip to
content. Helicopter Helmet Repair U. Why Wear Flight Helmets? All Rights Reserved. Search
for:. The ACE XP comes standard with our new vented, breathable high strength rentention with
six-point attachment. One of our most popular fixed wing helmets! Helmet can be made to work
with any helicopter in the world. All Comes Complete With Communications. Shop Helmets.
Schedule A Repair. See All Accessories. Fixed Wing Helmets Buy Now. Oxygen Masks Buy
Now. Need Your Helmet Repaired? Schedule Repair. Our Story Government Sales Inc. Read
More.

